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There was a particular gap,” he writes, “in the dad literature. In the few books out there, we were either stupid dad, who can’t do anything right, or superdad, a self-proclaimed feminist and ...

Notes Toward a Theory of the Dad
Between winning prizes and topping bestseller lists, it seems like books by queer and trans authors are multiplying.

Is This the Golden Era of Queer Literature?
Kate Clanchy’s memoir about teaching won the Orwell prize. Then, a year later, it became the centre of a storm that would engulf the lives of the author, her critics and dozens of people in the book ...

The book that tore publishing apart: ‘Harm has been done, and now everyone’s afraid’
In short, though not young ... like all else in the city, comes down to real estate.) As Gessen himself acknowledges, many, many women have been down this road before, including literary authors ...

Raising Raffi is a portrait of the author as modern father
See all 14 stories. From a barbecue gone awry to the devastation of European settlement, there’s no shortage of heartbreak, havoc or hilarity in Australian literature. Here, we share 25 ...

The 25 best Australian novels of the last 25 years
This historical fiction novel was released in 2002, has won numerous literary awards, and is based off of her ... During this process, 20,000 women and young girls of all ages were raped, tortured, ...

District Rejects Book That's Too ‘Diverse' And ‘Sad' For High School English Class
Dave Eggers is the editor of McSweeney’s and co-founder of 826 National, a network of nonprofit writing and tutoring centers for young ... all the work that was done to choose relevant ...

Anatomy of a book banning
After 50 years, the prize has been scrapped. How did it change Britain’s literary landscape? And what happened at the awards when Margaret Drabble was seated next to Theresa May?

Shock ending: how the Costa book awards changed reading – and pitted husband against wife
It is, he writes, “about how one story contains many and how they belong not to us but are part of the random currents of our time, and about how stories capture us and entangle us for all time.” With ...

When the Monsoon Winds Turned
THR's TV reviewers choose faves from the first half of the year, including a singular stand-up special, a sweet gay teen romance and a sweepingly ambitious literary adaptation. By Daniel Fienberg ...

The Hollywood Reporter Critics Pick the 10 Best TV Shows of 2022 (So Far)
Much to her mother’s dismay, a young ... literature at East Carolina University in Greenville. She is entirely self-taught. “My mom was a single parent,” she explained. “We went to all ...

Hugo Award-winning artist brings science fiction, mythology and fantasy to life
A dozen of the writer’s New Yorker articles have been packaged into "Rogues: True Stories of Grifters, Killers, Rebels, and Crooks," capturing his fascination with crime and corruption, family bonds, ...

Patrick Radden Keefe's essay collection showcases the illicit (and licit) lives of 'Rogues'
Whether it’s Nick Cave or Nas, The Libertines or Nirvana, what they all have in common is the ability to make you stop dead in your tracks and feel as if your world has briefly been tipped head over ...

The 40 best song lyrics of all time, from Leonard Cohen to Fleetwood Mac and Kate Bush
Portland’s dry weather didn’t hold, but rain couldn’t stop the crowd at the city’s first Black book festival on Saturday. “It’s raining right here, and we’ve got people out here celebrating books,” ...
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